ALERT LIST 2021

Change to Admission Requirements for 2021 entry:

TR007 Clinical Speech and Language Studies

Mathematics: H6/O6

H4 in English or language other than English and H6/O2 one of physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, applied mathematics, physics/chemistry, agricultural science OR

H4 in one of physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, applied mathematics, physics/chemistry, agricultural science and H6/O2 in English or language other than English.

Change of Programme Title

TR039 Computer Science and Language now to be known as Computer Science, Linguistics and a Language.

German no longer available has been replaced by Spanish so the languages are French, Irish and Spanish. No change to the requirements H4 in mathematics and H3 in one of the languages. 20 Places available.

New Programme:

The E3 project in Trinity College brings together engineers, natural scientists, computer scientists and statisticians to develop new educational and research capacity to design and actively shape the planet’s natural capital. Further information about E3 is available at www.tcd.ie/e3

TR064 Environmental Science and Engineering

H4 in mathematics and H4 in one of physics, chemistry, biology, physics/chemistry, geology, geography, agricultural science, computer science.

Number of Places: 20
Joint Honours: Page 58

There are quite a few additions to the Joint Honours programme for 2021

6 New subjects in Joint Honors: Business, Computer Science, Law, Linguistics, Political Science, Social Policy

6 Existing programmes have moved into Joint Honours

TR188 Computer Science and Business (previously TR082)
TR328 Political Science and Geography (previously TR029)
TR457 History and Political Science (previously TR012)
TR580 Law and Business (previously TR017)
TR582 Law and Political Science (previously TR020)
TR759 Sociology and Social Policy (previously TR083)

12 New Combinations available in Joint Honours

TR214 Economics and Social Policy
TR230 Classical Languages and Linguistics
TR240 Computer Science and Geography (an E3 programme)
TR241 Computer Science and Linguistics
TR482 History of Art & Architecture and Sociology
TR581 Law and History
TR587 Linguistics and Middle Eastern, Jewish and Islamic Civilisations
TR588 Linguistics and Modern Language (Fr, Ge, Ir, Ru, Sp)
TR589 Linguistics and Philosophy
TR592 Middle Eastern, Jewish & Islamic Civilisations and Sociology
TR757 Modern Language and Social Policy (Fr, Ge, It, Ru)
TR758 Political Science and Sociology

Correction to CAO Handbook
Page 58 Joint Honours Grid
Sociology SC – Modern Languages list should read German, Irish, Italian, Russian and Spanish

Music
The Music Department has announced that they will NOT be holding an entrance test in 2021. As in 2020 entry will be based solely on school-leaving examination results. This
affects TR002 and Joint Honours Music (TR320, TR564, TR598, TR629, TR635, TR636, and TR638)

Note: Music Education (TR009) will continue to hold an entrance examination and audition.

Open Day
Virtual Open Day – was held on Saturday 7th November 2020.
The presentations are still available on the Trinity website at [www.tcd.ie/openday](http://www.tcd.ie/openday)

In addition, a weekly webinar will take place on Thursdays at 6pm. This is open to students, parents, teachers, etc., Details can be found at [www.tcd.ie/cao](http://www.tcd.ie/cao). All school liaison activities are online and you can contact the undergraduate recruitment team to book a webinar for your class/school at [ug.recruitment@tcd.ie](mailto:ug.recruitment@tcd.ie)

Reminders:

**New Leaving Certificate Subjects**
- Computer Science will be accepted as one of the subjects satisfying minimum entry requirements and for scoring purposes.
- It will also be accepted as one of the subjects satisfying the specific course requirements for the following courses: TR060 Biological and Biomedical Sciences; TR061 Chemical Sciences; TR062 Geography and Geoscience; TR063 Physical Sciences; TR064 Environmental Science and Engineering and TR072 Pharmacy.
- Physical Education will be accepted as one of the subjects satisfying minimum entry requirements and for scoring purposes.

**Joint Honors/Modern Language**
- JH Modern Language and/or Language – a reminder that French and Irish are not available at beginner’s level. A H4 in French or Irish is required.
- Students may not study two languages at beginner’s level.